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Once do  I remember seeing a bridge from
Haramukh to Kausar.
Seven times do I remember seeing the whole
world a void.
As a result of her having* achieved the perfect know-
ledge, not only, as told in the preceding verse, has she
gained a great reputation, but she has become endued
with the power of remembering the occurrences of her
former lives.
At intervals of a kalpa (i.e. a day of Brahma, or
432 million years) the universe incurs a partial dissolution
(kkanda-pralaya). A hundred years of Brahma—each
year being made up of these kalpa%^ or days of Brahma—
constitutes a mahd-kalpa^ or great kalpa. At the end of
this vast period of time there is a 'great dissolution*
(maha-pralaya) in which not only is our universe
destroyed, but all the worlds of the gods with their
inhabitants, and even. Brahma himself.
The lake mentioned by Lalla is, as in verse 47, the
universe. By its overflow is meant a partial dissolution,
three of which she remembers experiencing". " When the
only place that exists is the firmament, it is a great
dissolution, and she remembers seeing one of these.
Between the peak of Haramukh to the North and the
mountain lake of Kausar to the South, lies the Valley of
Kashmir. At the beginning of the kalpa now current
this Valley is said to have been a lake called Satlsaras,
and across this lake, from Haramukh to Kausar, she
remembers a bridge.1
Seven, times altogether she remembers seeing the
world becoming absorbed into the Void (cf. Note to
Verse 1).
Lalla Js object in mentioning these experiences over
such enormous periods of time is to emphasize the eternal
pre-existence of the soul, and its perpetual birth and
rebirth unless released by the true knowledge.
Cf. Verses 93 and 95.
1 Cf. R&ja-tarangim, i. 25. * Formerly, since the beginning of the
Kalpa, the land in the womb of the Himalaya was filled with water
during the periods of the [first] six Manos [and formed] the * Lake of
Sail' (Safitear&s). Afterwards . . . Kasyapa . . .created the land
known by the name oiKa^mlr in the space [previously occupied by]
the lake.' Stein's Translation. .	,

